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Survey: UMD top 10 in substance arrests Budget
Campus police say No. 7 ranking is
result of ‘broken window’ policy
BY PAIGE WALTER
Staff Reporter

In a recent national survey,
UMD ranked seventh among

colleges and universities of its
size in drug and alcohol-related arrests per 1,000 students.
The Drugs on Campus
study looked at on-campus

drug and alcohol arrests,
citations, and summons for
7,000 colleges and universities across the nation. Only
institutions with at least 5,000
students enrolled were qualified for the survey, which
was featured on rehabs.com.
The Department of Education’s Office of Post-secondary
Education tracked data for

the survey from 2011 arrests
and citations on college campuses only. No surrounding areas were considered.
The top six schools ranked
in the survey were the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, University of Wisconsin-Stout, University of
see ARRESTS, A4

Last fall,
Champ’s
Cupboard
a ‘success’
The shelf was
used 66 times in
its first semester
Maurices’ four-story headquarters on West Superior Street. UMD plans to use the
space for courses involving interaction with the community. DANIEL BADHWA/STATESMAN

GIFT WILL BRING CAMPUS

“We’ve had a tremendous partnership
with UMD for many years, and they made
a great business case for use of the building,”
said George Goldfarb, president of Maurices. “We are proud to donate our building
to UMD and assist them in providing programming that fulfills a community need.”
The four-story complex has been renovated in recent years. It houses a fitness center, contemporary loft area,
large auditorium, conference rooms
and meeting spaces; and is accessible
from the skywalk and Superior Street.
In addition to the building, Maurices plans to donate its workstations
and some office equipment to UMD.
According to St. Louis County property

With the rising cost of
everyday essentials and the
time-consuming workloads
that come with being in college, it can be difficult for
students to make financial
ends meet. The broke college student cliché usually
points to a dwindled grocery
budget.
Champ’s Cupboard is a
food shelf option at UMD
that looks to support students who may be struggling
to afford food. Champ’s
Cupboard is funded entirely
through donation, and is
reserved for UMD students.
“We’re trying to get the
word out that this is on campus and students can use it,”
said Laura Haffield, Student Life staff member who
helped found the program.
“Any student can just come
and grab what they need,
and we’re there to help.”
According to figures collected by Champ’s Cupboard
program members, the shelf
had been used a total of 66

see DONATION, A3

see CHAMP’S A4

DOWNTOWN

Donation of Maurices’ headquarters will give
the University a downtown presence by 2016
BY PAIGE WALTER
Staff Reporter

After two years of discussion, Maurices announced on Feb. 11 the donation of one of its buildings to UMD.
The University plans to use the new
space — a 75,000-square-foot building on
West Superior Street — to teach courses
intended for interaction with the downtown
community. This includes continuing education and certificate programs, classes for
adult learners, academic conferences, and
partnerships with other higher education
and K-12 schools. The building is scheduled to be ready for use by spring 2016.
Some of the space will also be used to
support UMD back office functions, which
is expected to free up space on campus.

BY GRAHAM HAKALA
Staff Reporter

cuts clip
the OCE
University drops
the Office of Civic
Engagement, staff

BY KYLE FARRIS
News Editor

Last week UMD officials
announced cuts to the Office
of Civic Engagement (OCE),
which becomes one of the first
services on campus affected by
decisions from Program Prioritization.
Duluth media outlets reported the elimination of two positions in the OCE on Feb. 12,
a program that attempts to
mobilize students and faculty
to serve in the community.
Northland’s
NewsCenter
reported that Executive Vice
Chancellor for Academic
Affairs Andrea Schokker
said the University intends to
continue the OCE’s services
through curriculum, faculty
and other campus resources.
In an email statement last
week, Vice Chancellor for
Student Life Lisa Erwin wrote
that Prioritization strategies
would include “cost reductions, revenue increases and
reorganization to improve
services to students and gain
efficiency.”
According to the OCE’s
website, the program has created more than 70 community partnerships. Each year,
it mobilizes around 2,000
students who contribute more
than 30,000 hours of service.
The OCE offers curricular
and co-curricular opportunities for volunteerism in local,
regional, national and international settings; and is involved
in aligning students required
to serve by the University with
local causes.
The OCE also helps faculty
integrate community-based
learning into their curricula,
and awards grants to individuals and departments that are
civically active.
“For Student Life, students
will see some changes in the
way services are delivered,”
Erwin wrote.

Kaler: U of M funding comparisons ill-advised
President doesn’t shift on funding,
will consider adding UMD faculty
representative in the Twin Cities
BY JOHN FAHNENSTIEL
Staff Reporter

U of M President Eric Kaler
came to UMD Feb. 17 to
address budgetary concerns.
Echoing Chancellor Black’s
sentiments,
Kaler
said
comparisons between UMD

INDEX:

and the Twin Cities are not
useful.
The Statesman wasn’t the
only organization compiling
comparable metrics between
the campuses. Duluth Mayor
Don Ness posted state
appropriations per student
on his Facebook page Feb.

News: A1 - A4 |

12. Ness listed per-student
state support at $2,731 for
UMD, $9,660 for Morris,
and $9,787 for Twin Cities
students.
President Kaler called this
kind of analysis meaningless.
“Part of the numbers that
have been taken that are not
apples to apples is the idea
that you would take the Twin
Cities budget allocation and
divide it by the number of
Twin Cities students,” Kaler
said. “And that gives you a
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U of M
President
Eric Kaler
visited UMD
Monday
to discuss
funding
disparities
and other
concerns on
campus.
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Do you have an idea for
our weekly Top 10 list?
Send your ideas and photos to the Statesman at
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message us on Facebook

Top10

MOST
MEMORABLE
MOMENTS
FROM SOCHI

1.

Snowboarder Jamie Anderson wins
gold in the first-ever Women’s Slopestyle
Event.
2. Snowboarder Shaun White misses the
podium for the Men’s Slopestyle Event.
3. U.S. Skiers Joss Christensen, Gus Kenworthy, Nick Goepper sweep the podium
at the Men’s Ski Slopestyle Event.
4. Bob Costas’ eye infection freaks everyone
out.
5. The Opening Ceremony doesn’t go exactly as planned, along with all the other
#SochiProblems.
6. Skier Bode Miller becomes the most
medalled skier in history with a bronze in
the Super-G
7. Miller is driven to tears by NBC interviewer after his race.
8. Ice Skater Yulia Lipnitskaya blows everyone’s minds with her flexibility and spins.
9. Russian skating legend Evgeny Plushenko tragically withdraws from the competition with a back injury.
10. Ice dancers Meryl Davis and Charlie
White triumph over their Canadian
rivals for gold.
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Workload
proposal
withdrawn
BY KYLE FARRIS
News Editor

Two weeks ago Executive
Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs Andrea Schokker sent
faculty a memo stating workloads at the University would be
equalized.
The equalization meant some
faculty would teach more, some
would teach less, and some
would see no change in workload depending on department
and college. Compensation
would not be adjusted for faculty
whose workload was changed.
The union wanted administration to work with units
separately instead of instituting a uniform policy, and
threatened to file a grievance.
Schokker repealed the
equalization but allowed for
the proposition to be revisited.

Donation
Continued from A1
Grounds crew cleared approximately six inches of snow from campus during a storm Monday. ALEX GANEEV/STATESMAN

Snow removal on campus the work
of students, staff and private sector
BY KYLE FARRIS
News Editor

A light snow comes down
at 6 a.m., and a group of
students pile into a truck with
shovels in the back.
Their task is clearing
campus
entrances
and
walkways by the time faculty
and other students arrive for
class, but they are just part of
a larger unit responsible for
snow removal on University
grounds.
Student workers shovel,
sweep or blow the entrances
beginning with primary
arteries. Six or seven full-time
workers operate the larger
machinery, and parking lots
are contracted out to private
companies.
Most of the approximately
15 students involved in snow
removal also attend the

grounds during the summer.
Senior Alex Culp is in his
second winter on the grounds
crew.
“It’s more important that
we’re in class than we’re
working,” Culp said, “so if
you have homework or class
or something, you can get out
of here and go get it done.
“I’d rather be here than in
class.”
Shane Peterson, landscape
maintenance supervisor, said
he works with students to create individual schedules that
don’t interfere with classes.
“Everything is centered
around their class schedule,”
Peterson said. “We try to be
really flexible with them.”
On days when minor snow
removal is needed, the students can clear the entrances
with shovels in approximately two hours. On days

when major work is needed,
students may spend several
hours clearing snow.
LKO Enterprises, one of
three companies the University uses for snow removal,
sends a worker to campus
each day at 6 a.m. to check
for areas that need attention.
The company is responsible
for clearing housing lots and
many of the primary lots on
campus.
Chris Older, president of
LKO, said his workers are
skilled enough to clear lots
without plowing vehicles in.
“The guys that we have
down here have been here
quite a few years,” Older
said. “They kind of know, if
there are cars in the lot, how
to plow around the cars and
push the snow out to the open
parts of the lot so the loaders
can pile it up.”

According to Peterson,
for any area cleared of snow
there must be an area 20
percent its size dedicated to
snow storage. When campus
isn’t open, paths still must be
available for vehicles in case
of a fire or other emergency.
“You don’t realize the
importance of what it is that
you do until you’re there in
the thick of things,” Peterson
said.
Peterson and his staff
report to campus as early as 2
a.m. when weather threatens
to close the University.
“Earlier this year when we
had three feet of snow in three
days — my goal is to have
campus open,” Peterson said.
“When we’re getting those
large snow events, I look at it
as we have about four hours
to get campus open. It’s a race
against the clock.”

records, the building has a
market value of almost $1.5
million. Goldfarb, a UMD
alumnus, said the resources
would be well spent by bringing education downtown
and connecting UMD with
the business community.
Goldfarb also said the building will benefit other downtown property owners, and
will be convenient for downtown professionals who want
to take courses after work.
Integrating UMD into
the Duluth community —
especially downtown —
has been one of Lendley
Black’s priorities since he
became chancellor in 2010.
“We are grateful for the
generosity of Maurices, and
appreciate their long-standing support of our students,”
Black said. “UMD will be
able to use this highly functional downtown space to
expand local partnerships
and provide unprecedented
community access to educational
opportunities.”
Maurices is targeting a
December 2015 completion of its new headquarters
located at 425 W. Superior St.
UMD will take ownership of
the downtown building once
Maurices vacates the space.

President
Continued from A1

number. Which it does. But
it’s a meaningless number.”
Statesman
research
found figures similar to
Ness’ findings. According
to documents on MnSCU’s
budget and finance website,
total state appropriations
were $3,638 per fulltime equivalent student at
Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities (MnSCU)
in Fiscal Year 2013. That’s
roughly $1,000 more than
UMD students receive.
U of M administration
said analyses using publicly
available data are dubious.
Faculty
have
expressed
concern that numbers needed
to make an “apples to apples”
comparison aren’t available.
“If our numbers are so
far off,” UMD history
department head Steven
Matthews said to Kaler on
Monday, “we need the right
numbers, and because we
are professors they need to be
reproducible. We deal with

evidence.”
While on stage, sitting
between Kaler and CFO
Richard
Pfutzenreuter,
Chancellor Lendley Black
also stressed the need for
appropriate, understandable
and reproducible figures.
“One of the things I’d like
to propose to the budget
committee,” Black said,
“is that we come to some
agreement on what are the …
benchmarks or comparisons
in the system.”
President
Kaler
acknowledged concern about
the lack of relevant data.
“To the degree that (the
numbers) have not been shared
or put out, that’s shame on us,”
Kaler said. “These are public
budget numbers. But I will say
(faculty) are obviously people
capable of understanding
the numbers, yet I see some
inflammatory things that are
clearly wrong.”
Kaler didn’t specify what
was inflammatory.

SARAH STAUNER/STATESMAN

According
to
Kaler,
comparisons between the
Twin Cities and UMD will
never be “apples to apples,”
partly due to differing mission
statements. One of those
differing mission statements
is the magnitude of research
done at the two campuses.
Computer science professor
Richard Maclin pointed out
to Kaler that research is often
a money-maker, but Kaler
disagreed, saying that in every
national study he has seen,
indirect cost recovery doesn’t
cover research expenses.
According to UMN’s 2012

Research Report, sponsored
research awards were $749
million. According to the U
of M’s consolidated financial
reports on UMN’s Budget
and Finance website, research
expenditures
were
$633
million. The U of M Fiscal
Pages, also on the UMN
Budget and Finance page, list
2012 research expenditures
at $235 million, about $400
million less than what the
consolidated financials say.
That difference is more than
UMD’s entire budget.
Faculty also brought Kaler’s
attention to UMD’s lack of

official representation. Social
work professor Dennis Falk
expressed this concern, saying
that UMD faculty are underrepresented at the Twin Cities.
Sociology professor John
Hamlin added that UMD
has not had official faculty
representation at the Twin
Cities since 1981, a fact Kaler
admitted to being unaware
of.
“We don’t have a voice, but
we need some sort of voice,”
Hamlin said.
Kaler agreed that a
conversation on the matter is
warranted.

News Editor / Kyle Farris / farri060@d.umn.edu
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Champ’s Cupboard was used 66 times by 44 different people in its first semester last fall. SARAH STAUNER/STATESMAN

Champ’s
Continued from A1

times by 44 different people in the fall semester. This
semester, the shelf has been
used 12 times.
“I was really proud of
what we did last semester,”
said Brittany Nystrom, a
student who works with the
program. “We’ve already
had this many people in,
and it’s affecting them so
much. Think about how
many more we can affect in
a positive way.”
Champ’s Cupboard is
located in the Student Life
offices at 245 Kirby Plaza.
Students who would like
to use the service can go
to the desk and ask about
the program. Individuals
must prove they are UMD
students with their student
ID card, but other than that
no personal information is
stored or shared.
“Donations are welcome
from anywhere,” Haffield
said. “Faculty and staff have
been the biggest donators.”

“We’ve had a few student
groups put on events and
ask us if they could collect
money and donations for
(Champ’s
Cupboard),”
Nystrom said, “and they’ve
brought them to us as well.”
Champ’s
Cupboard
collects
mostly
nonperishable food items such
as canned or boxed goods.
While food items are the
most common donation, the
program also collects and
gives out other everyday
essentials
like
soap,
shampoo and toothpaste.
“It
can
encompass
anything,” Haffield said.
“We take just about
anything for donations.”
The idea for Champ’s
Cupboard
started
last summer, and was
implemented for the fall
semester. Haffield and
Nystrom said they are
hopeful more students
will take advantage of the
service.

Arrests
Continued from A1

Wisconsin-La Crosse,
West Chester University, University of Colorado Boulder and Western Illinois University.
At UMD, 14 students
for every 1,000 are

arrested for drugs and
alcohol. At the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, the ratio is 22 for
every 1,000 students.
UMD Police Chief
Scott Drewlo said he

SARAH STAUNER/STATESMAN

hopes the Drugs on
Campus study results
will help strengthen
the UMD community and collaborative
response partnerships.
“Despite some of the
initial reactions that
the headline alone
generates,”
Drewlo
said, “I hope these
results will impact
the UMD commu-

nity in a positive way.”
Drewlo
compared
UMD’s response policy
on substance violations
to New York City’s “broken window” policy, in
which a response team
takes action quickly
against smaller crimes
to prevent more serious
crimes from occurring.
“This is why UMD
is also one of the

safest
communities
in the state, if not the
country,” Drewlo said.
“By dealing with some
of the poor decision
making that often comes
with chemical abuse
early enough, we are
able to intervene with
sanction, accountability
and education that,
left unabated, may
eventually
lead
to
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more serious crimes.”
Drewlo also said the
UMD Police Department is doing a valuable
service to the community, even though students
who are cited might
not see it that way.
Along with the Office
of Student Conduct and
the Student Association, UMD has a committed group of Health
Services and Counseling professionals ready
and eager to assist
students Drewlo said.
“Those of us in the
collaborative response
partnership are able to
use the underage consumption or controlled
substance arrests as
opportune life-coaching
moments,” Drewlo said.
“We want to get these
young men and women
to think more responsibly of their activity.”

Large 1 topping pizza - $8.99
A medium 2 topping pizza and stix - $11.99
Any large pizza* and a 2 liter for $12.99
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Duluth, MN
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STUDENT RESPONDS TO

Talking NERDY
Nerdy
TALKING

ONLINE AGRRESSION
EDITOR’S NOTE: This story
contains vulgar language.
While the Statesman does
not condone such language
and in fact rejects it, we felt
it is necessary to include to
understand the context of
this piece.

with joe haeg

AN ODE TO DUNGEONS
AND DRAGONS
BY ZACK WEBSTER
Columnist

In the light of the late Super Bowl
craze – which I’m not really a part
of – I am reminded of the numerous
fantasy football leagues that
friends of mine would talk about
throughout the season. And while
it’s not the closest nerdy equivalent
I can make, fantasy football always
brings to mind Dungeons and
Dragons: the perpetual signifier of
things most nerdy.
Initially designed as a way for
friends to structure their “Lord of
the Rings” role-playing, the game
was eventually published, leading
the way for role-playing games in
general. For those who don’t know,
“D&D” is a pen and paper game –
sometimes played with miniatures
– where each player creates a
personalized
character
they
control. The game is created by the
Dungeon Master, a silly name for
the person who essentially runs the
show, designing each aspect of the
world the player characters live in.
Actions are made with dice rolls,
using various shapes of dice you
likely didn’t know exist unless you
started playing “D&D.”
How seriously you take the game
really comes down to the Dungeon
Master. None of the games I have
played could really be considered
role-playing, as we have never
really acted out the characters.
We treat each game a bit sillier
than that. But, the game can also
be taken very seriously; certain
campaigns can take years to beat.
It is definitely a very demanding
game, not because of the rules
but because of the time. The most
difficult part of playing the game
for me has always been finding a
group of people who both want to
play and can find the time to do so,
which isn’t easy for a group of five
or six people.
I still remember the first session
of the game I ever played. I was a
freshman in high school, and had

These are screenshots of a
conversation that occurred
after I received a message out
of the blue from someone I
didn’t recognize. He has since
been blocked, and I removed
his name from the photos so
as to protect his privacy. We
all have the right to privacy
no matter what, but I wanted
people to see this.
Homosexuality is a big
ticket item nowadays, both
socially and politically. It is
an equality movement that
has already gained amazing
ground, but the work here is
not done. Hate like this still
exists, and it flavors the air
of this nation with a putrid
stench. While I am tougher
than most brick outhouses,
I would still love to live in a
world where I don’t have to
censor my love or look over
my shoulder to check for those
who wish to tear me down.
I just have one simple
request. Please, hug your family and friends tightly tonight,
taking extra care to give some
love to those in your life who
happen to be gay, lesbian,
bisexual, trans or what have
you. A little hate goes a long
way, but a little love goes even
farther.

Contact Ryan with any questions, comments,
concerns, or just to talk
at ryan2ask@gmail.com

TW’PINION
You tweet, we print.
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If you reacted to (or read) anything in
the paper, feel free to tweet it at us
@TheUMDStatesman, and we’ll print it
in the next issue.

become interested after playing
“Neverwinter Nights 2.” So, I
borrowed my friend’s book and
told a bunch of my friends to
make characters. Come Saturday
afternoon there were nine of us
seated around a table. Between the
nine of us we only had a vague idea
of how the rules actually worked,
and I had poorly balanced the
opening dungeon so that they went
through all of it without taking any
damage. Also, the pacing was a
drag. Imagine playing Monopoly
with 8 people where everyone
always rolls doubles and the game
plays out at half speed. That’s kind
of how it felt. But over time, we
corrected ourselves on the rules.
We cut down the size of the groups
from nearly 10 to a much more
manageable five, and I somewhat
learned how to properly balance
and pace a story, at least for our
purposes.
I don’t play all that much
anymore, and have since moved
on to other role-playing games.
I won’t lie: “D&D” wasn’t an
important part of my development
as a writer and storyteller. But
“D&D” has had a much bigger
impact on popular culture than
one would initially presume. If you
have ever played a game where
you gain experience or upgrade
stats at any point, you are playing
a game influenced by “D&D.”
The leveling and prestige system
in “Call of Duty?” Inspired by
“D&D.” “D&D” was so influential
that it spurred development of
different game systems and settings
that have flourished into a gaming
genre all its own.
When I say that “D&D” is one
of the most quintessential nerdy
things, I do mean that. But, the
game can be tailored to fit almost
anybody. In the end, it’s just
another form of escapism – albeit
incredibly freeform – where, for a
few hours, you can pretend to be
someone else.

COLUMN

BELOVED PAST RECORDS
BY BEN LABERGE
Columnist

I’m 22 years old. That should scare
me more than it does, but I try to stay
calm under most circumstances. But
it does mean that I’m almost a quarter
of the way through my life. Maybe
you’re calling me melodramatic or
sentimental, and because I’m a senior
I can probably blame my impending
graduation on these sudden, tearyeyed retrospectives I find myself in.
It happened in high school too, when
everybody was saying “remember
when?”
22 years is still a long time if you
think about it. I’ve lived to see four
U.S. presidents, three popes, thirteen
Olympic games, and a population of
150 digital pocket-monsters explode
to a menagerie of 718. I’ve witnessed
the rise of AOL, flat-screen TVs,
cellphones you can fit in your pocket,
Phone: (218) 726-7113
Fax: (218) 726-8246
E-mail letters to: licht096@d.umn.edu
Web site: www.umdstatesman.com

reality TV, film adaptations of comics
that didn’t suck, and the price of gas,
which has gone from a steady $1.35
to $3.50 per gallon. Writing this on
a computer makes me remember a
time when there were no such things
as USB drives that held 1GB of data.
It is weird to think that I’ve lived
through the extinction of three major
sources of media storage: the floppy
disk, the cassette tape and the VHS
movie.
Maybe outdated technology doesn’t
matter in this day and age, but I still
feel much more satisfied hearing the
solid “ka-chunk” of a VHS or cassette
tape being inserted, compared to the
noise of a DVD, CD or mouse click.
Sure, the quality may not have been
the greatest or the data storage all
that impressive — but those were the
days when things felt real and solid,
and ran on magnetic signals.
For anyone who’s wondered just
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how these magical plastic rectangles
of the past worked, I’m here to
enlighten you. Though they differed
in application, VHS, cassettes and
floppy disks all stored their media on
long reels of magnetic tape, or in the
floppy disk’s case, a small magnetic
disk.
When recording anything onto
these devices, the tape or disk would
have its surface moved along a
magnetized metal strip. The strip
would use impulses of electricity and
magnetism to cause the surface of the
tape or disk to become magnetized
in such a way that it could be read as
data. Think like drawing little figures
in a flip-book, then flipping through
the pages really fast. The illusion
of movement or audio/video data
is formed and interpreted by each
respective player.
Each had certain play-back
methods which corresponded with
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the way data was written. Cassette
tapes had audio written on both
sides of its tape, cutting the tape
down the middle the long way. This
meant the tape needed to be flipped
around in order to continue, instead
of rewinding it back. VHS tape had
special properties since it stored both
audio and video. The signals for
black/white and color in the image
were stored in different sections of the
tape, while sound was stored along
the edge. Floppy disks, which stopped
being floppy around 1984, suffered
from the lack of significant space.
They only held 200MB at the most
toward the end of their life-cycle
around 1999.
If you still have and enjoy VHS or
cassette tapes, good for you. You’re
holding onto and preserving our
records of the past. That said, I would
be worried if you still use floppy disks
to store your schoolwork.
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We have moved!
We are still close to where we were,
in the same strip mall, just down on
the other end of the building,
next to Azteca’s Mexican Grill
We still offer:
• Comics - new and back issues, supplies and special orders
• Sports cards - packs, boxes, single cards of your favorite players
• Magic the Gathering - packs, single cards and weekly tournaments
• Coin Supplies
• Used Compact Discs and DVDs (we buy and sell)
• We also fix scratched discs! (Including Video Games)
2220 Mountain Shadow Drive
Village Square Mall
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THE STATESMAN
is hiring a Distrubution Manager immediately
The Distrubution Mananger is in charge of putting the newspapers in
the designated areas every Wednesday morning during the school season.
This is a paid position and we need someone to begin immediately!

No previous experience necessary

Applications can be found in the Statesman office (KSC 130),
located across from the Kirby Help Desk
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Maher dominates,
takes first in pentathlon

Amelia Maher took first over teammate Chanel Miller in the
pentathlon this weekend. UMD ATHLETICS/SUBMITTED.
pentathlon is getting everyBY EVAN SMEGAL
thing to come together,” said
Volunteer Writer

Amelia Maher has had quite
the breakout season to say the
least.
The third-year track star has
sported personal bests in nine
different events this indoor season. The most notable accomplishment, however, came this
past weekend when Maher
claimed the NSIC indoor
pentathlon championship in
Mankato, Minn., with 3,605
points.
“The tricky thing about the

Maher. “I’m glad that everything clicked when it needed
to click. It was pure excitement
when it was over.”
Maher knew something special was going to happen as soon
as she finished her first event,
the 60-meter hurdles. Even her
teammate,
Chanel
Miller, knew Maher was going
to finish strong.
“I sang ‘she is the champion
my friends, dun dun dun,’” said
Miller. “And she kept on fighting till the end. I’m so proud of

her. She truly deserved what
she got.”
In a January meet, Maher
scored 3,413 points in the
pentathlon, topping her previous score of 3,188 from a year
ago. Little did she know that
she would shatter her January
milestone two weeks later. This
might have never happened if it
wasn’t for a spur of the moment
conservation with coach Joanna Warmington while on a
campus tour.
“I didn’t really plan on doing
track in college,” said Maher.
“I wasn’t recruited at all. I
spoke to coach Warmington
and I joined the team as a walkon.”
The Sauk Center, Minn.,
native joined track and field in
seventh grade. She soon fell in
love with the high jump, and
her coach, Mr. Smith, inspired
her to stick with the sport
throughout high school.
“I liked running around
when I was little,” said Maher.
“I just wanted to go fast as a
kid. When I started track, Mr.
Smith worked with me all the
time and he made me love high
jumping. He played an enormous influence on my track
career, and is one of the reasons
why I enjoy it.”
High jumping is now her
specialty at UMD. She tied
her 1.66 meter (5.44 feet) jump
from last spring in her most
recent meet. Miller, however,
thinks it’s only a matter of time
before Maher raises the bar.
“Amelia is the hardest worker
I know,” said Miller. “She
see MAHER, B2

St. Cloud Slump
Bulldogs drop pair of games to the Huskies, falling to
1-12-2 in St. Cloud. MATT CHRISTIANS/SUBMITTED.

Bulldogs fall to St. Cloud,
drop to 5th in NCHC
BY NICOLE BRODZIK
Sports Editor

To whoever put the hex on
UMD’s play at Herb Brooks
National Hockey Center:
enough already.
The Bulldogs continued
their struggles at the home
against the No. 6 Huskies
this weekend, leaving them
with a 1-12-2 record in St.
Cloud over the past few
years. The two losses this
weekend, only the fourth
and fifth on the road this
season, ended an impressive
seven-game unbeaten streak.
The Bulldogs (13-11-4,
8-8-2 NCHC), currently
sitting at No.16 in the nation,
have now fallen to fifth place
in the NCHC rankings
behind St. Cloud, North
Dakota, Nebraska-Omaha
and Denver University.
This means next weekend’s
series with North Dakota
at AMSOIL Arena will
be pivotal for determining
where UMD will end up
for the start of the NCHC

playoffs.
St. Cloud did to UMD
what they’ve succeeded in
doing to many teams this
season: exploiting areas of
weakness and making the
opposition pay.
Allowing four goals in 17
minutes was not the way
UMD had hoped to start
against St. Cloud. The
Huskies came out firing on
all cylinders Friday night as
they quickly pounced on a
couple of UMD miscues and
sealed their win all before
the end of the first frame.
Matt McNeely came in to
relieve starting goaltender
Aaron Crandall for the start
of the second period. The
Bulldogs staged a comeback
in the second as defenseman
Andy Welinski wasted no
time scoring against Husky
goaltender Ryan Faragher
22 seconds into the frame.
Kyle Osterberg also added a
goal that cut the lead in half,
but it wasn’t enough to stave
see MEN’S HOCKEY, B2

Young Bulldogs hope to start strong

BY SAM STROM
International Editor

UMD looks to find a replacement for graduate
Orry Engebretsen at shortstop and leadoff this
season. UMD ATHLETICS/SUBMITTED.

As the UMD baseball team
approaches their March 12 season-opener in Florida, their slow
start from a year ago seems to be a
distant memory.
The Bulldogs didn’t start last
season the way they wanted to,
entering NSIC play without a
win at 0-14. However, the team

finished the season strong. A midApril stretch of seven wins in eight
games allowed them to squeak into
the playoffs as the seventh seed.
Getting bumped out of the NSIC
tournament in two games may not
have been an ideal way to end the
year, but head coach Bob Rients
liked what he saw out of his team
in the second half of the season.
“Heading into this year I think
there’s a lot of excitement with the

guys,” said Rients, citing the experience the younger players gained
last year that will benefit the team
down the road.
With a lineup consisting of four
seniors and 22 combined freshmen
and sophomores, the Bulldogs will
look to senior leadership to lead
the Bulldogs to success this year.
“I definitely hope we can get off
see BASEBALL PREVIEW, B2

Women sweep while men Olson leaves an All-American
struggle in final seconds
BY EVAN SMEGAL
Volunteer Writer

Five
players
reached
double figures as the UMD
women’s basketball team put
up a season-high 97 points
in the win over Upper Iowa,
97-81, at the Dorman Gymnasium in Fayette, Iowa
Friday night. The Bulldogs
reached the 90-point mark
for the first time since dismantling Northern State,
90-60, on Dec. 30, 2007.
Katrina Newman led all
scorers with 23 points —
including 17 in the opening frame —while Hannah
Rutten came off the bench
to add 19 points of her own.
The Bulldogs went to the
free-throw line an astounding 46 times, where Newman
and Rutten combined to go
18 -of-23.
Danielle Flood played a
solid game from the point,
racking up seven assists to
go along with her 16 points.
Taylor Meyer and Jessica
Newman knocked in 16 and
15 points respectively.
Both teams went into the
locker room knotted at 45,
but UMD opened the second
half on a 21-9 run. Later, an
18-6 run put the Bulldogs up
by 19 with under four minutes to play, sealing the victory.

The Bulldog defense held
the Peacocks to 43 percent
shooting in the final 20 minutes, forcing 10 turnovers
that lead to 18 points.
The strong defensive play
continued into Saturday as
UMD overpowered Winona
State. The Warriors shot
20 percent from the floor
and had 12 first-half points
heading into the intermission. Meanwhile, the Bulldogs built a 28-point lead on
15-of-30 from the floor.
Rutten starred once again
off the bench. The native of
New York Mills, Minn., tallied 19 points and collected
12 boards to help the Bulldogs coast to a 67-52 victory
and a weekend sweep. Coming into the weekend, the
Bulldogs (12-12 overall, 9-11
NSIC) lost seven of their last
eight.
“Give a ton of credit to
our starters and the total
team effort,” head coach
Annette Wiles said. “Our
seniors Katrina (Newman)
and Hannah (Rutten) really
came to play, which sparked
our team. We really committed to great defense and letting that create our offense.”
It was a heartbreaking
see BASKETBALL, B2

Tom Olson is in the spotlight
an offensive lineman might
not be used to. UMD ATHLETICS/ SUBMITTED.

BY ANDREW BUNTROCK
Volunteer Writer

Right tackle Tom Olson was
no rookie coming into his last
football season. He has been
a starter on the offensive line
since 2010, and was member
of the Bulldog championship
football team that same year.
Now, he can add another
accolade to his list after being
named to the Don Hansen
NCAA II All-American first
team.
Olson
served
as
an
experienced veteran to the
Bulldog offensive line, one
that is relatively young (out of

16 lineman, 10 are freshman).
From a coaching standpoint,
he was the whole package.
“Every year he became
better and better on and off the
field,” head coach Curt Weise
said.
Olson was a guy who played
in big game situations his first
year on the field. He began his
career playing with a group
of talented linemen which
include Garth Heikkinen and
Jake Bscherer.
Through these experiences,
Olson has pushed himself to
become a better player and
person. He honed his athletic
ability, gained knowledge
about the game, and became
an incredible leader to his
teammates.
“Tom was almost an extra
coach on the field,” offensive
coordinator Dan Larson
said. “When coaches couldn’t
watch extra film with some of
the younger guys, Tom would
watch with them to help them
with their game.
“He definitely was not shy
about voicing his opinion. He
was a leader on and off the
field.”
Olson’s reasoning for his
dedication to the team are
easily explainable in his own
words.
“It’s
a
year-round
commitment to yourself and
the team: Someone had to do
it,” Olson said. “I knew that
I had to show these guys that
this was a team effort, and that

we had to do it together.”
Olson’s work ethic was a
huge factor towards becoming
a successful team leader and
All-American. His 3.0 GPA as
a student and his proficiency as
a player on the field made this
obvious.
“His demeanor on and off the
field is completely different,”
Larson said. “On the field
and in the weight room, he is
incredibly competitive. Off
the field, his personally is the
opposite. His work ethic that
he has at the moment really
developed his senior year.”
Larson isn’t the only one
impressed with the progress
Olson has made at UMD.
With this past season being his
last, it’s understandable that
Olson will be missed.
“His work ethic is superb,”
Weise said. “We will miss Tom
not only for his playing, but for
his character as well.”
With all of the work he
has done as a Bulldog, it’s
only fitting for him to leave
with first team All-American
honors, especially after being
named to the Daktronics AllAmerican Second Team for
his performance during the
2012 season.
“Being named All-American
was a great honor,” Olson said.
“Offensive lineman are not
recognized often, so it’s nice to
get that recognition.
“It’s a great honor, but all
the guys on the team deserve
it.”
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Baseball preview

Bulldogs experiment with
young players, draw even

Continued from B1

Ashley Schilling’s double in the sixth inning helped pull the Bulldogs past
Henderson State Sunday. UMD ATHLETICS/ SUBMITTED.
BY EVAN SMEGAL
Volunteer Editor

No one said it was going to be easy
when the Bulldogs lost the core unit of
their lineup last year.
The roster consists of only three
upperclassmen and four full-time starters from a season ago. Head Coach Jen
Banford used the season-opening tournament to get a feel for the talent on her
team, where everyone saw playing time
in at least three games. The lineup also
shifted around in all eight games.
In the end, UMD finished 4-4 in
the University of Arkansas-Monticello
8-State Classic in Bentonville, Ark.
The Bulldogs hit a collective .268 and
committed 14 errors on the weekend.
Defensively, the young pitching rotation struggled to get batters out, giving
up a .298 batting average over the eight
games.
All hope isn’t lost, however. UMD
had a similar instance arise last spring
when they started off 1-4, but rallied to
finish 41-13 and win the regular season
conference title.
The defense stepped up in key situations, turning four double plays and
leaving 67 runners on base. More
importantly, a trio of Bulldogs came

Maher

Continued from B1

looks for opportunities that can make
her better. I think it will happen soon.”
Miller finished behind Maher in the
pentathlon to give the Bulldogs a onetwo punch. With the top 16 moving
onto nationals, Maher and Miller are
in a position to qualify, ranked 10th
and 13th respectively.
“When I started to do pentathlons more, Chanel really helped me
out,” said Maher. “She could walk me
through and share her experiences. I

Men’s
hockey
Continued from B1

off a 5-3 loss to the Huskies.
Saturday night Crandall was
back between the pipes, hoping to
put his second loss in twelve games
behind him for a weekend split.
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through in clutch situations. Down to
their last out against Henderson State,
Heather Woyak’s first collegiate hit —
a triple — brought in a pair of runs to
start a five-run seventh-inning rally.
The following day, Ashley Schilling looped a double to the left-center
gap in the sixth inning, scoring two to
boost UMD over Nebraska-Kearney.
In a pitcher’s duel against ArkansasMonticello, Daylce Gustafson broke
the scoreless ballgame with a solo shot,
leading the Bulldogs over the Boll Weevils 2-0.
Ninth-year Bulldog coach Jen Banford also picked up win number 250
Sunday, where UMD defeated Southwestern Oklahoma State in its most
convincing victory of the weekend.
Sami Schnyder led the club with 11
hits and a .440 average in eight games.
Jordan Rice tallied a team-high six
RBIs and two home runs. Cayli Sadler
finished 3-3 with a 2.90 ERA, punching out 21 batters in 29 innings of work.
The Bulldogs will return to the diamond next Sunday and Monday when
they’ll engage in five non-conference
battles at the West St. Paul Regional
Athletic Center. UMD went a perfect
9-0 in the dome last year.
learned from watching her compete.
It’s a lot of training, hard work and a
huge time commitment.”
The transition from a one event
athlete to multiple hasn’t been an easy
road for Maher. Adjusting to different
events has been challenging.
“Everyone has a weakness, and I’m
trying my best to improve it,” said
Maher. “I never did the long jump or
the shot put in high school. For whatever reason, I haven’t picked up the long
jump as fast as I wanted to.”
The challenge has inspired Maher
to become a better all-around athlete,
Now, Maher is one step closer to making the NCAA tournament.
While his effort was much stronger
than Friday’s contest, the Huskies
took an early lead only 30 seconds
into the period.
Bulldog center Caleb Herbert
scored the equalizer late in the
first. After breaking through a
couple Husky defenseman, he
scored a backhanded goal through
Faragher’s five-hole.
St. Cloud added two more goals to
give themselves a healthy two-goal
lead after the first seven minutes
of the second. UMD’s Alex Iafallo

B2

to a faster start, which I for sure think
we can and I think we will,” said senior
captain Max Ryan. “We pretty much
have everything back on the offensive
side of things, so it’s definitely exciting
to look forward to.”
Rients believes the strength of the
team heading into the spring will
be on offense, led by the 2014 NSIC
Preseason Player of the Year Alex
Wojciechowski. The 2013 NSIC
Freshman and Player of the Year will
look to produce runs for a lineup that
features a lot of young talent that can
get on base.
Senior captain Kellen McCoshen
agreed with Rients, saying the team
will look to Wojciechowski to produce, along with sophomores Kyle
Comer and Jimmy Heck.
Replacing shortstop Orry Engebretsen will be a challenge for the
team. The former leadoff hitter graduated in the spring, and will be missed
on both sides of the ball. Rients said
he would consider filling Engebretsen’s spot at the top of the order with
someone who doesn’t fit the mold of a
typical leadoff hitter.
The Bulldogs also lost their top two

pitchers, Jordan Smith and Adam
Zwak, to graduation. They will
look to left-handed sophomore Bo
Hellquist to step up and be a leader on
the young staff. Rients also mentioned
that sophomores Spencer Diedrich
and Ryan Lakin will be relied on in
multiple roles throughout the year.
“Those are some names from a
starting standpoint that we hope can
step forward in the front end of the
year and be rocks within the pitching
staff,” Rients said.
The Bulldogs are picked to finish
sixth in the NSIC this season, a ranking that the team thinks is fair. But,
they have loftier goals in mind.
“I believe that is well-justified,” said
Rients, adding that the team expects
to be higher than sixth.
Even though the team went through
growing pains in the early part of the
season last year, teams have recognized that the Bulldogs are not the
same team as they were a year ago.
“I think it’s fair from last year’s
standpoint,” said Wojciechowski,
regarding their preseason NSIC
standing, “but I feel like we’re going
to definitely be better this year.”

Basketball recap
Continued from B1

weekend, however, for the men’s team.
In a similar instance three weeks
ago, the Bulldogs drop a pair of games
by a combined seven points this weekend, losing both games by a total margin of six to Upper Iowa and Winona
State. The losses snapped a three-game
winning streak.
Jordan Reetz and Junior Coleman
had 27 and 21 respectively in the
87-85 lost to Upper Iowa. The game
remained close throughout, as the lead
changed 10 times. The biggest lead of
the game was by six late in the first
half.
The Peacocks were up by five with
22 seconds remaining. However, the
Bulldogs brought the difference to one
with 1.8 seconds left from a layup by
Coleman and a 3-pointer from Reetz.
A free throw extended the Peacock’s
lead to two, and Garrison Gillard had
his inbound pass intercepted at half
court to end the game.
Peter Crawford left Friday’s game
five minutes in with an injury, and
didn’t suit up the following night either.
UMD, already plagued by injuries,
walked into the McGown Gymnasium
Saturday night with nine healthy bodies, six of them true freshman.
The tandem of Reetz and Coleman
put up nearly identical numbers from
the night before, but the supporting
cast wasn’t able to hold its own.
The Bulldogs carried a six-point
lead into the break, but the Warrior defense stifled and frustrated the
Bulldogs to begin the second. Winona State mounted a charge midway
through the final period, leading by as
many as seven points.
UMD then found themselves with

Taylor Meyer’s 16-point night
Friday helped guarentee the first of
two Bulldog victories this weekend.
UMD ATHLETICS/ SUBMITTED.

the ball down two with 20 seconds left.
Coleman tried to hit the game winner
with a step-back three, but it went off
the side of the rim.
“Its frustrating that we didn’t get two
wins,” head coach Matt Bowen said.
“Ultimately, we didn’t close games out
in the last few minutes. We have made
tremendous strides to be competitive,
but those close games will teach experience and knowledge.”
Both the men and women return
home to Romano to close out the 2014
regular season. Bowen’s former team,
Bemidji State, stops by Friday, while
Minnesota Crookston ends the regular
season for the Bulldogs on Saturday.

fed a puck to teammate Dominic
Toninato, who scored to cut the
Husky lead down to one. Iafallo
then added a marker of his own in
the third stanza to tie the game up.
Just when it appeared that
the Bulldogs and Huskies would
enter overtime, St. Cloud’s Jonny
Brodzinski scored from between
the circles to put the Huskies up 4-3
with under two minutes to play.
The Bulldogs will look to improve Forward Dominic Toninato scored during
against NCHC rival North Dakota an attempted Bulldog comeback Saturday
this weekend at AMSOIL Arena. night. MATT CHRISTIANS/ SUBMITTED.
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UMD dancers take center stage

B3

Josiah Thompson and Psacal Pastrana perform in a dance with
saran wrap as a prop. SARAH STAUNER/STATESMAN

Kayla Peters and Faith Engen practice for a dance that simultaneously incorporates singing and body percussion. SARAH STAUNER/

Erin Miller and Emily Fletcher rehearse “Migrations,” a dance choreographed by Rebecca Katz Hartwood. SUBMITTED

STATESMAN

BY APRILL EMIG
Student Life Editor

Get ready to shed your winter parkas because February is about to heat
up. Live dance, live music and special
guest appearances will hit the MPAC
stage for the first mainstage dance concert in four years: “Off the Record.”
The title was chosen to reflect the
nature of the event. Rather than dancing to pre-recorded music that plays
over speakers, the choreographers
have teamed up with musicians to create a more robust performance. The
audience will feel the music vibrating
through the floor and see the movements the musicians make, in addition
to watching the dancers.
The performance will also serve as
a celebration of the 40th anniversary
of MPAC.
“I wanted to make my own contribution by finding ways to honor the
particular dance legacy of MPAC,”

said Associate Professor Rebecca Katz
Hartwood, director of the event. Katz
Hartwood will also be performing.
“I’m actually performing with Ryan
Frane, who’s the director of jazz studies in the music department,” Katz
Hartwood said. “He and I were both
interested in exploring the ways in
which musicians and dancers both
improvise. So we are going to show
up each night, take a leap of faith, and
go out onstage to spontaneously make
something happen.”
Colleague LilaAnn White, an assistant professor who teaches ballet, chose
to collaborate with local Celtic musicians for the dance she choreographed.
“I knew two of the musicians because
we have kids that went to the same
school,” she said. “I love Celtic music.
The dance is totally music-driven.”
Sophomore Josiah Thompson is one
of the dancers in White’s piece.
“The music is awesome,” Thompson

said. “It’s fun and lively, and when we
got to do it with the live musicians it
was even better.”
Thompson says he really enjoyed
the dance. He has been rehearsing
the entire show with the other dancers
everyday for the past two weeks, and
says he put in additional time for his
partnering segment with senior Maeggie Licht.
“It is a really fun piece to perform,
mostly because it’s such a technically
challenging piece,” Thompson said.
“(LilaAnn) has done a great job of
giving us some impressive material to
work with.”
Student dancers will be performing
in White’s piece, as well as many others. There was an open audition for the
show in September, and the dancers
have been rehearsing since.
“My dancers started rehearsals in
September and practiced about two
times a week for a couple of hours,”

said alumni choreographer Amber
Burns. “Since February, we have
rehearsed every day.”
Burns has choreographed pieces for
many UMD dance shows, but this
time she’ll have a different experience.
“With this being the 40th anniversary for the dance department and a
collaboration of artists from the Duluth community, I sort of fit both worlds
by being a Duluth artist and an alum,”
Burns said.
The dance she has choreographed
is titled “Play, Control, Unite,” and
explores the role of power in our lives.
Dancers progress through playful
games to dictative control, and finally
come together after a tragedy.
“I am trying to show different
aspects of power and how leadership
can affect many people,” Burns said.
She was inspired by elections,
see OFF THE RECORD, B4

BSA hosts 4th annual

Date-a-Palooza
BY APRILL EMIG
Student Life Editor

David Lee strutted down the
catwalk to cheers from the audience. He wore his blue Man of
the Year stash and ran his hands
over it to entice bidders. He was
the first contestant to get a bid of
$50 at the Date-a-Palooza event
on Thursday.
The Black Student Association
(BSA) hosted its fourth annual
Date-a-Palooza. Brian Robertson
came up with the idea when he
was president of BSA.
“I was thinking of a fundraiser
idea for our group and how we
could raise money,” said Robertson, currently a senior marketing
major. “I thought of doing an auction, but for students from different organizations.”
At first, Robertson was not sure

if the concept of auctioning off students would catch on.
“But everyone loved the idea,”
he said.
Each audience member gets
a paddle with a number on it to
place bids. People who choose
to auction themselves off get the
chance to strut down the runway
while the emcee reads off fun
facts, such as their favorite celebrity or life philosophy.
Robertson hosted as emcee and
auctioneer for the night. After a
student had a chance to model on
the catwalk, Robertson opened
the bidding. Each bid started at
$2, but it never took long for the
price to escalate.
The audience also got to compete in crowd games. One was for
best pick-up line and another was a
contest for who could do the “nay-

nay dance” the best. Rod Blocker
won the latter after removing his
shirt while an audience member
showered him with dollar bills.
Blocker also happened to break
the record for winning the highest bid in the history of Date-aPalooza. A few teams pooled their
money together for a final bid of
$100.
“I just want to thank all my
fellow BSA members,” Blocker
said. “It feels really good to have
another record under my belt.”
Students who place the winning bid are allowed a dance with
their prize at the end of the night.
This year they raised nearly $500,
however, the money doesn’t go
directly to the winners.
“The money we get from (Datea-Palooza) goes to getting Kwanzaa gifts for kids,” said Robertson.

Rod Blocker shows off his moves to bidders Thursday night, finishing with a final price of $100. He
later shared a dance with the group who collectively bid on him. ALEX GANEEV/STATESMAN
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Nordic ski racers cross the finish line at the Book Across the Bay cross-country ski and snowshoe race at Chequamegon Bay on Saturday. ALOYSIA POWER/
STATESMAN

BY ALOYSIA POWER
Multimedia Editor

Frozen Lake Superior ice means
a rare opportunity for winter fun to
many students. While some packed
into cars to see the ice caves near Cornucopia, Wis., others took a different
route to the 10-kilometer Book Across
the Bay ski and snowshoe race across
Chequamegon Bay between Ashland
and Washburn, Wis.
For the UMD Nordic Ski Club, this
is an annual event to look forward to at
the end of every season.
“We usually take a pretty big group
of kids, and everyone usually has a
good time,” junior Jenna Ruzich said.
Unlike most of the club’s races, Book
Across the Bay is a festive race focusing less on winning and more on having fun – although a handful of club
members still go for the gold.
Steven Coozennoy glided across the

finish in sixth place overall at 31 minutes, 42 seconds. Zach Nelson strode in
at tenth place overall at 33 minutes, 45
seconds, and Jenna Ruzich took third
in the women’s division at 41 minutes,
40 seconds.
Racers were guided through the
night across the frozen bay by candlelit ice luminaries lining the course.
“If you turn around, you can watch
just a line of people and see the lanterns blinking from everyone going
past them and then see the lights from
Ashland glowing in the sky,” sophomore Britta Hardel said.
To make it even more of a light show,
fireworks exploded over the finish line
and were visible from anywhere on the
course.
Along with the fantastically illuminated atmosphere, racers were treated
with goods varying from cups of hot
apple cider to granola bars every kilometer.

In between food stops, UMD racers
had to weave their way between more
than 3,000 skiers and snowshoers to
make their way into open space. Junior
Alex Menacher said the crowdedness
in the beginning was “annoying.”
“People fall and you have to get out
of the way,” Menacher said. “And (the
course) wasn’t groomed the best. So,
like once you got on the outside, there
was lots of loose powder. So you lost
your balance pretty easy.”
By 5 kilometers, though, he was able
to break away from the crowd.
“I was able to pick it up a little bit,”
he said. “Really kicked it into gear.”
The layer of “loose powder” brought
on by new snow earlier in the day
made the course slower than last year’s
hard-packed snow according to junior
Jenna Ruzich. This was her third time
racing Book Across the Bay.
“It took a lot more energy to ski (10
km) this time,” Ruzich said. “There

were a couple times I hit some big
patches of snow and I thought I was
going to fall, but I didn’t. There were
a lot of people I saw fall around me.”
Freshman Ben Deetz had it even
harder with the fresh powder because
he was classic skiing. Everyone else on
the team – and most others in the race
– chose to skate ski because the flatness
of the course favored the longer strides
in skating technique over the rigorous
double poling in classic technique.
On top of that, the course wasn’t
geared for classic racers, missing the
fitted tracks used for each of Deetz’s
two skis to glide in.
“It was basically just skiing across
the lake,” he said.
But Deetz had a specific reason
for choosing classic: training. Next
weekend, he’ll be racing classic in the
50-kilometer American Birkebeiner in
Hayward, Wis.
“Practice makes perfect,” he said.

Students enjoy hot meal on cold night

BY SAMUEL STROM
International Reporter

The combination of soul food, eclectic music and poetry performances
made Kirby Ballroom the place to be
on Saturday evening.
The Soul Food Dinner was put on by
the Black Student Association (BSA),
and was a way for the group to showcase and celebrate important parts of
its culture. It also gave BSA alumni
an opportunity to come back to UMD
and connect with the group again.
“This event is wonderful because we
can use art to bring down cultural barriers,” said Prophetess Naomi Tamar,
who performed a spoken-word tribute
to the late Nelson Mandela during the
first half of the event.
Other performers included the BSA
dance team, the rapper BDotCroc and
Augustine Tegaboue, a drummer from
the University of Wisconsin-Superior
Black Student Union (BSU). Tegaboue
said that the event provides a great
opportunity for not only the BSU and
the BSA to connect with each other,
but it also enables UWS to connect
with UMD.
Co-host of the evening Rod Blocker
said that the Soul Food event is a way
to showcase what BSA does throughout the school year all in one night.

“There’s a lot of good, local talent
here,” Block said. “This is a way for
them to showcase those talents.”
Jeremy Brown, the host of the event,
remembers attending the Soul Food
Dinner as a freshman. The fifth-year
senior said the 3-hour-long celebration
of culture and tradition is very important to him, and is an accurate representation of his culture.
The annual event put on by BSA
also allows alumni to come back and
visit with friends from their time in
the group. Aderinsola Gilbert, a 2010
graduate, came back to UMD excited
to see her friends, mentors and other
group members from her years in the
BSA, as well as meet new members.
Gilbert went on to say that new BSA
graduates become community leaders every year, and she draws a strong
sense of pride from her association
with the group.
BSU member Sharon Williams said
that the Soul Food event promotes unity, as well as the idea of coming together to share culture. The legal studies
major read a Maya Angelou selection
titled “And I Rise” at the event, a poem
that focuses on overcoming oppression
with pride and grace.

Sisters Takia and Melita Thygeson perform “Read All About It” while audience members enjoy their meal. They were one of many performers Saturday night. ALEX GANEEV/STATESMAN

Traditional foods were served as
part of the event, including collard
greens, buttermilk chicken and corn
bread muffins.
Brown said that when he thinks of
his childhood, collard greens were a
staple in his household.
“The way they are prepared may

differ slightly from family to family,
but collard greens are always served,”
he said. He added that when planning the event, the BSA didn’t even
have a discussion about whether or not
include them in the buffet: They are
tradition.

ers across campus, musicians from the
community, and the range of choreography, it’s a really great opportunity
to reach across disciplines and across
things that can sometimes be perceived as boundaries when they don’t
need to be,” Katz Hartwood said.
Katz Harwood especially wants to
attract people who have never been to
a live dance performance before.
“If there are people out there who
feel intimidated by dance or think it’s
not for them, give it a try,” she said.
“Especially because it’s like two for the
price of one — it’s a live music concert,
and it’s a live dance concert.”

Each night features guest artist Max
Pollack, who specializes in tap and
body percussion. Katz Harwood especially reccommends people to come
for the Saturday evening performance:
It will feature a few special extras,
such as an appearance from the Minnesota Ballet who will be performing
an excerpt from their spring show “A
Midsummer’s Night Dream,” as well
as an alumni collaboration piece.
“It’s such a cliché to say there is
something for everyone, but there really is,” Katz Harwood said.

‘Off the Record’
Continued from B3

“I have been a leader many times,”
Burns said. “Although you have power
over certain people, the people also
have power over you. I hope that people can connect my piece to their own
personal experiences with power.”
Like Burns before her, Alana Tingelhoff will be making her choreographic
debut at UMD.
“It’s always nerve racking to put
work out for others to judge, but I am
confident in the piece and looking forward to the feedback,” Tingelhoff said.
She found inspiration when watching an episode of Planet Earth about
caves.

“Although humans have never physically explored these caves, our society
seems to directly correlate with (distributions) of power that these caves’ ecosystems demonstrate,” she said.
Tingelhoff was especially grateful to
find dancers who were willing to perform her piece.
“I was lucky enough to have a group
of dedicated dancers who believed
in the world I was trying to create,”
Tingelhoff said.
This collaboration between students
is exactly what Katz Hartwood was
hoping for.
“Between bringing together danc-
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Bulldog Q&A
by Maeggie Licht
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:What’s your favorite Olympic sport?

“Curling. It’s a sport
that anybody can try.
And you can put up a sign
and they’ll bring you beer
while you’re playing. It’s
magic.” — Raymond
Pulsifer, senior marketing and organizational
management major.

“Men’s
halfpipe,
because Shaun White
is in it. He’s my favorite athlete. I just think
Shaun White is fabulous.” — Justine Bliss,
sophomore
healthcare management and
human resources major.

UMD students rise for justice
BY SAMUEL STROM
International Reporter

The United Campus Ministry, along
with V-Day organizers and UMD’s
Women’s Resources and Action Center (WRAC), organized a One Billion
Rising for Justice event in the Kirby
Bus Hub on Valentine’s Day to speak
out against violence towards women.
According to their website, the
events happen outside of places where
people are entitled to justice, such as
court houses, police stations, government offices and schools.
Campus Minister of the United
Campus Ministry Cynthia CoffinLangdon helped organize the event.
She said having the One Billion Rising

for Justice event at UMD was significant for a number of reasons, including
informing female students of the risks
they could possibly face in college.
“Freshman and sophomore college
women are at the highest risk for being
sexually assaulted or raped on campuses,” Coffin-Langdon said.
Of the women sexually assaulted
during college, 84 percent of victims
were assaulted in their first four semesters according to Campus Safety Magazine. Additionally, one billion women
will be raped or beaten in their lifetime
according to the One Billion Rising
for Justice website.
Freshman Taylor Nelson said that
the event was important to have on
campus, especially for freshman and
sophomore students.

WRAC Intern Abbie Scheiderer
said the topic of violence is not often
talked about in public forums, and if
it is, it is usually just between women
at the event. She said the One Billion
Rising for Justice event tries to include
both men and women.
“I think it’s great,” said UMD student A.J. Underwood about the event,
adding that it did a good job of raising awareness about sexual assault
towards women.
MPIRG Campus Organizer Steve
Wick spoke at the event, adding that
violence towards women does not necessarily mean physical violence. He
said emotional abuse, such as men
objectifying women, is also a means of
violence.
“It manifests itself in ways that aren’t

always thought about,” Wick said. “It’s
not going to leave a scar, but it’s a way
of cultural and societal violence.”
Wick went on to talk about sex trafficking in Minnesota, and the numerous agencies that have been working
on the issue for a number of years. He
said this was another significant reason to hold the event at UMD.
Coffin-Langdon said the One Billion Rising website has a lot of good
information and videos for anyone who
missed the event, or anyone who wants
to become more involved with the fight
to end violence against women.
“If we just respect each other and
love each other,” Coffin-Langdon
said, “the world would be a much better place.”

Check out the

Learning
Commons
in UMD's Kathryn A. Martin Library

:
aturing
► expanded Tutoring Center hours

Now Fe

► additional electrical outlets
► plenty of seating for everyone
► expert research help

Student
packages
start at

► your one-stop resource and study space!
For more information:
http://d.umn.edu/commons
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Meet Betelgeuse!
Betelgeuse, Betelgeuse,
Betelgeuse! Say this guy's
name three times and you'll be
in for an adventure! Betelgeuse
is a handsome black cat who is
about 4 years old. He was
found lost in Duluth and is now
looking for his new forever
home! He's a bit of a shy guy
who needs a patient and
understanding family to help
him come out of his shell. Once
he feels comfortable though, he
is the most affectionate cat
you'll ever meet. He likes a
good ear rub and especially
loves a good belly rub too! He
has been neutered,
microchipped, and vaccinated.
His adoption fee is $50 plus
tax. If you would like to adopt
this nice guy, please come visit
him at Animal Allies in Duluth!
Domestic Shorthair - Black
Neutered Male
4 Years Old

Downtown Duluth
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